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INTRODUCTION

In 1979, Kelvin Lancaster and Paul Krugman published independent for-

malizations of an idea that had been around for many years, namely, that

the manufacture of differentiated products with brand-specific economies of

scale leads to intra-industry trade (two-way trade in similar, although not

necessarily identical, products). They made their point with simplified one-

sector models in which all trade is of the intra-industry type. Though they

used different approaches to the specification of preferences and other

details, the same central message emerged from their writings: the time was

ripe for an incorporation of important sectors of the industrial world into the

formal theory of international trade (see also Balassa, 1967; Grubel and

Lloyd, 1975; and Norman, 1976).
In the ensuing years, this building block was effectively used to refor-

mulate trade theory. It also opened the door to a broader treatment of non-

competitive market structures. Thus, for example, Frank Graham's famous

argument for tariff protection and his debate with Frank Knight (see Knight,

1924, 1925, and Graham, 1925) were examined with modern tools. It was

shown that Graham was right (see Ethier, 1982b): a country that produces
import-competing goods with increasing returns to scale may lose from

trade, and a tariff may help in these circumstances.
Ten years after the turning point is a suitable time to take stock of these

developments. The entire literature on noncompetitive trade theory is too
vast to be reviewed in a single paper, so I confine the discussion to monop-

olistic competition in differentiated products. Restrictive as this choice may

seem, it has much to offer. Not only was this line of research central to the

development of the new theory of international trade during the 1980s, but
it also has become central to the recent rethinking of macroeconomics in

general and economic growth in particular. And, most recently, it has

become a cornerstone in the treatment of dynamic trade issues.

I discuss substantive issues in two parts.. The first part begins with a brief

review of developments in the early 1980s, emphasizing fundamentals

(Chapter 2). Then I show how the basic framework was applied to various

problems, such as the explanation of the volume of trade and the share of
intra-industry trade, the effect of resource expansion on North-South terms

Financial support for this paper from the National Science Foundation and the Bank of

Sweden Tercentenary Foundation is gratefully acknowledged. I thank Harry Flam, June Flan-

ders, Gene Grossman, Lars Svensson, and a referee for comments.
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of trade and welfare, and the effects of international factor mobility (Chapter
3). In Chapter 4 I explain commercial-policy implications in a static frame-
work. The first part closes with a discussion of multinational corporations
(Chapter 5).

The second part deals with dynamic issues. Chapter 6 begins with the
description of a recent formalization of endogenous product innovation. This
approach is then used to characterize the dynamic evolution of trade. In
Chapter 7 the approach is used to describe endogenous product cycles, the
link between endogenous long-run growth and structural features of the
international economy, the effects of commercial and industrial policies on
long-run growth, and the relationship between growth promotion and eco-
nomic welfare.



2 INTRA-INDUSTRY TRADE

Lancaster (1979, Chap. 10) and Krugman (1979a) designed their work to

describe intra-industry trade. They formalized an economic story that can

be summed up as follows: Certain industries manufacture many varieties of

the same product. Producers cater to markets in which there is a demand

for a wide spectrum of brands. To penetrate the market with a new brand,

the manufacturer must incur fixed costs arising from the need to develop,

advertise, and market the product. Nevertheless, the existence of brand-

protection rights and the economic calculus itself suggest that entrepreneurs

will find it profitable to differentiate their products from those of other sup-

pliers. Therefore, every manufacturer ends up supplying a different brand.

More specifically, in an integrated world market every country specializes

in a subset of the available brands.
.Once this is understood, ,the next step is straightforward. Suppose there

is a demand in every country for a wide spectrum of brands. It may arise

from consumers varied tastes for final goods or from producers' demand for

differentiated intermediate inputs. Because every country specializes in a

different subset of brands, it will import brands that are .not produced at

home, thereby bringing about intra-industry trade.
In the early 1980s, this idea was formally incorporated into multisector

models by Dixit and Norman (1980, Chap. 9), Lancaster (1980), Helpman

(1981), and . thier (1982a). These extensions were important because they

allowed a clear distinction between intersectoral and intra-industry trade, a

distinction that did not exist in the 1979 formulations. Every contribution

used a blend of Chamberlin's (1933) notion of monopolistic competition in

horizontally differentiated products (the large group case) and a formal

structure of preferences that relied either on the love-of-variety approach

proposed by Dixit and Stiglitz (1977) or on the ideal-variety approach pro-

posed by Lancaster (1979). Alternative specifications of preferences did not

make much difference, however, as far as trade ,strpcture was concerned.

The critical element was the preferences' ability to provide brand specific

demand functions and, from them, brand specificelasticities of demand.

In order to identify the basic elements of this approach, it is easiest to

examine first a single, fully integrated world economy in which technology

is the same everywhere and factor inputs move freely around the globe.

Also assume that in an industry capable of manufacturing different brands

all brand specific production functions are the same: Profit-maximiziniprb-
ducers equate marginal revenue to marginal costs, leading to a symmetrical
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equilibrium in which all brands of a given industry are supplied in the same
quantity and equally priced:

pi = Ri(p,n)mci(iv,xi) , (1)

where i is an industry index; pi is the price of a product in industry i; Ri(.)
is the markup of price over marginal costs, which depends on the elasticity
of demand; nic() is marginal costs; p is the vector of product prices; w is
the vector of primary input prices (intermediate inputs are assumed away at
this stage); xi is output per brand in industry i; and n is the vector whose
typical element is the number of brands in industry i, denoted by ni. With
constant returns to scale, marginal costs are independent of output; with
perfect competition, the markup function is identically equal to 1. Under
these conditions, equation (1) reduces to the standard output-independent
pricing condition: price equals marginal cost. With the Dixit-Stiglitz speci-
fication of preferences, the markup function is a constant larger than 1,
while with Lancaster's specification, it depends on prices and the number
of brands.'

Following Chamberlin, assume that free entry drives profits down to zero
(the large-group case). Then price equals average (unit) costs:2

pi = ci(wxi) . (2)

Unit costs (ci) decline with output whenever there are increasing returns to
scale.
The pricing equations (1) and (2), the former resulting from profit maxi-

mization and the latter from free entry, coincide for competitive constant-
return sectors but not for sectors with increasing returns to scale that supply
differentiated products. Given factor rewards and the number of brands,
they determine prices and output per brand. The result is that employment
of an input is the same for every brand in a given sector. Hence, if ai(w,xi)
is the vector of employment per unit of output and Xi (= nix) is aggregate
outpulin industry i, factor-market clearing requires that

V = , (3)

where V is the vector of:available inputs.3
The model is closed with a specification of product market-clearing con-

ditions of the usual type (see Helpman and Krugman, 1985, Chap. 7, for an
explicit statement). The point is that the entire system can be used to solve
for prices, factor rewards, the number of brands in every sector, output per

1 In fact, in the Dixit-Stiglitz specification, the markup function depends on the number of
brands in the industry unless there is a continuum of brands.

Unit costs ci(w,x,) are related to marginal costs by mci(w,xi) = ci(w,x,) + XiCix(W,
3 The unit-output employment vector cz,(w,x) equals the gradiant of the unit-cost function

ci(w,xi) with respect to w. -



brand in every sector, and the sectoral allocation of inputs. Now one can ask
two questions: If the world is divided into countries by dividing the input
vector V into country-specific inputs, (1) are there world structures for
which international trade leads to an equilibrium with the essential features
of an integrated world, and (2) What is the nature of trade in such equilibria?
These questions were addressed by the factor-proportions theory, and they
were carefully investigated for many years (see Travis, 1964, Chap. 2, and
Dixit and Norman, 1980, Chap. 4). For this reason, answering them in the
extended framework provides a natural way of discovering the value added
by the new, approach.
The answer to the first question is in the affirmative. Moreover, the charac-

terization of the relevant set of world structures follows step by step the anal-
ysis of competitive constant-return economies, except for one little twist.
Recall that in the traditional framework the set .of world structures that
ensures factor-price equalization is constructed by adding up all possible
cross-country distributions of the sectoral employment vectors ai(•)Xj. This
way, every country can produce part of the aggregate-output vector with
the same techniques of production that are employed in the integrated equi-
librium, ensuring an aggregate level of world output that equals the level of
output in the integrated equilibrium. Given identical homothetic prefer-
ences, or given that every owner of inputs is loCated in the same country as
his inputs, this ensures market clearing at the original commodity prices and
factor rewards. The same argument applies when some sectors produce dif-
ferentiated products with brand-specific economies of scale, except that the
distribution of those sectoral employment vectors has to be restricted to
multiples of the firm-specific employment vectors aiOxi. This restriction is
of no consequence whenever the market provides a continuum of brands.
Otherwise, the set of structures providing factor-price equalization is much
smaller (see Helpman and Krugman, 1985, Chap. 7). A critical feature that
allows us to reproduce this result is that in the integrated equilibrium all
brands of the same good are manufactured with identical inputs per unit of
output.

This feature also implies that Vanek's (1968)- chain proposition holds. Each
country is a net exporter of the services of those inputs with which it is
relatively well endowed. Here, too, one can use the standard argument.
The factor content of a country's net imports equals the difference between
the factor contents of consumption and production. The former equals a
share of the world's endowment of inputs, where the share is the country's
share in world spending. This stems from preference homotheticity. The
latter equals the country's input vector. Hence, we obtain the well-known
relationship between the international flows of factor content and the factor
endowments, thereby answering part of the second question.
With differentiated products, however, a reproduction of the integrated
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equilibrium also requires the correct number of brands of every product.
Hence, it is not enough to endow each country with inputs that are multi-
ples of brand employment vectors; it is also necessary to ensure that the
inputs are used to manufacture the correct number of brands. This implies
that countries have to specialize in different brands. Since all brands are
demanded in each and every country, we have intra-industry trade. We
measure the extent of intra-industry trade between two countries, say k and
j, in a particular product i by twice the minimum of the bilateral exports of
product i. For a differentiated product this is given by 2min[skp X sjpiXfl,
where sk and s represent the shares of countries k and j in world spending.
Country k imports from j its pro rata share of j's output of each and every
brand, and country j imports its pro rata share of k's output.

6



APPLICATIONS

We have seen that the more general theory preserves some fundamental
features of the neoclassical approach. This is quite remarkable given the
introduction of economies of scale and imperfections in market structure. If
all one could achieve were a reproduction of neoclassical results, however,
the usefulness of these generalizations would be severely limited. Their
main power comes from their ability to shed new light on old questions and
to handle new problems. I will give four examples of this ability.

Trade Volume

The factor-proportions theory predicts larger trade volumes the larger the
difference in the relative composition of factor endowments of the trading
partners. This stems from the fact that trade is driven by differences in
factor composition (as measured by relative ratios). In their absence, there
is no trade. At the same time, this theory makes no prediction concerning
the role of differences in country size in determining the volume of trade.
In practice, however, there are large trade volumes between countries with
similar factor proportions, and relative country size seems to play an impor-
tant role in explaining them (see Linnemann, 1966).
The more general approach predicts a link between the volume of trade

and differences in factor proportions when some sectors supply homoge-
neous products, precisely because such a link exists in the factor-propor-
tions theory (see Helpman, 1981). In the more general approach, however,
intra-industry specialization also drives trade, so that it can explain trade
flows between countries with similar factor proportions. In addition, it
assigns a natural role to relative country size.
In order. to see the latter point as sharply as possible, consider a world in

which all sectors manufacture differentiated products and sectoral prefer-
ences are homothetic. In this world, the share sk of country k in world
spending likewise defines the share of that country's imports from j of every
brand manufactured in j and vice versa. Hence, k's imports from j equal a
proportion Sk offs GDP, denoted by GI. Assuming that expenditure is pro-
portional to GDP, the bilateral volume of trade is given by

Tci = skG; siGk = 2GkailG , (4)

where G is world GDP. Hence, in a cross-country' comparison we should
observe trade between countries with similar factor proportions, and bilat-
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eral volumes of trade should be positively related to income levels. Both
predictions conform to the evidence. Moreover, equation (4) yields the fol-
lowing formula for the world's volume of trade:

T = [1 — Ik(sk)9G ,

where the term in the square brackets measures the degree of dispersion in
relative country size. It therefore states that trade as a proportion of GDP
is larger the more similar countries are in size. In the post-war period, dif-
ferences in relative country size have declined while trade has grown faster
than GDP, as this formula would indeed predict (see Helpman, 1987).
The critical element in this analysis is the degree of specialization. The

analysis shows that high degrees of specialization assign an important role
to relative country size in the determination of the volume of trade, while
monopolistic competition in differentiated products leads naturally to high
degrees of specialization of the intra-industry type. It is not intersectoral
specialization, as in Ricardian models, but specialization nevertheless. This
tendency toward intra-industry specialization has additional implications, as
I show next.

Share of Intra-Industry Trade

To a large extent, the impetus for the new line of research came from a
desire to explain intra-industry trade, and the extended model can indeed
be used to decompose the total volume of trade into intra-industry and
intersectoral. It can therefore be used to investigate the determinants of the
share of intra-industry trade. For this purpose consider a simple world with
two inputs, two sectors, and two countries. Also assume that factor-price
equalization obtains. Then condition (3) implies that every country produces
relatively more of the good that is intensive in the input with which it is
relatively well endowed (which is the Rybczynski effect). Let both sectors
manufacture differentiated products. In this case, two-way trade prevails in
both sectors, but every country is a net exporter of products that are rela-
tively intensive in the input with which it is relatively well endowed. This,
of course, is the Heckscher-Ohlin intersectoral pattern of trade.

Using the formula for the measurement of intra-industry trade that was
derived in Chapter 2, the volume of intra-industry trade in this simplified
world can be represented by

T, = 2min[sipins2p1XI] + 2min[sip2Xi, s2p2X1] .

Now denote by t, k = 1,2, the GDP share of country k's import-com-
peting sector (hence, Of,, < 1 — ). Then, using equation (4), this equation
can be rewritten as

T1 = + 01)T

8



That is, the share of intra-industry trade equals the GDP share of country
l's import-competing sector plus the GDP share of country 2's import-com-
peting sector. In the limiting case in which both countries have the same
composition of relative inputs, the share of intra-industry trade equals 1,
that is, there is no intersectoral trade. The larger the difference in factor
proportions, the smaller are the shares of the import-competing sectors in
GDP and the share of intra-industry trade. When both countries specialize
in the exporting sector, the share of intra-industry trade equals 0, that is, all
trade is intersectoral. Hence,. this model predicts smaller shares of intra-
industry trade for countries with larger differences in factor proportions (see
Helpman, 1981). Numerous empirical studies support this prediction (e.g.
Balassa, 1986, and Helpman, 1987).

North-South Trade

There are many facets to the argument that, absent explicit policies, the
secular worsening of the South's terms of trade is inevitable and that, as a
consequence, not only must its relative position decline but the standard of
living of its residents also must decline. Two elements seem to play an
important role in this line of reasoning: (1) the North exports manufactures
while the South exports raw materials, and (2) the North exercises monopoly
power. Diicit (1984) examined this issue in a framework that contains both
elements by postulating that the North produces differentiated products
from inputs that are imported from the South.

In order to see the importance of product differentiation in this argument,
consider a stripped-down version of his model. Every country consumes
only differentiated products that are produced in the North. Preferences
are of the symmetric CES type, with the elasticity of substitution given by
cr. -= 1/(1 — a) > 1. The South, which is competitive, produces only one
good, an input that is required in the production. of Northern manufac-
turers. One unit of Southern labor produces a unit of this input, and one
unit of this input is needed to produce a unit of any variety of the differen-
tiated product. Hence, the price of the input pz equals the South's wage
rate ws. Given the market power of Northern manufacturers, however, they
,mark up price above marginal costs. Then- marginal costs equal the price of
intermediates pz, while their elasticity of demand equals o-. Therefore cxp =
= ws, where p is the price of a variety of the differentiated product. The

South's terms of trade are thus fixed at pz/p = a and aggregate output of
intermediate goods equals the South's labor force L.

Northern producers need to hire f units of Northern labor in order to
produce a brand. This input requirement generates fixed costs. There is free
entry into the industry. Therefore, the number of products (n) is L„,/f,
where L, is the North's labor force, and price equals unit costs. This con-
dition, together with the previous pricing equations, implies

9



tv,/ws = (1 — a)Ls/L, .

Hence, relative wages are inversely related to the, relative size of the labor
force.
From the CES utility function, we find that the welfare level of a typical

worker in country i is proportional to (wi/p)na - "Y.". Therefore, given that

elP = tvs, a Southern worker's welfare depends only on the number of prod-
ucts. By implication, a Southern worker prefers a larger North but is indif-
ferent to the size of the South. This feature, underlines the importance of
product variety. In particular, it shows that Southern workers can gain from
an expansion of the North even when expansion does not affect commodity
terms of trade, because they prefer more variety choice.

In a more elaborate model that allows for substitution between Northern
labor and imported inputs in fixed and variable costs, labor growth in the
South leads to a deterioration of its terms of trade. But it also leads to an
increase in variety. The former is detrimental to a Southern worker's wel-
fare, while the latter is helpful. The variety effect dominates as long as the
elasticity of substitution in these cost components is sufficiently high (see
Dixit, 1984). This shows that variety effects can be as important as terms-of-
trade effects. A similar point is made by Krugman (1981), who has shown
that a factor of production that is hurt by the Stolper-Samuelson proposi-
tion, in the sense that the purchasing power of its earnings is reduced, may
nevertheless gain in welfare terms if the change producing the fall in its
purchasing power also expands variety choice.

Factor Movements

My last example concerns the role of product differentiation in the analysis
of factor movements. In a competitive economy with nonincreasing returns
to scale, GDP depends on commodity prices and factor endowments; that
is, G = G(p,V), where G(.) represents the maximum value of output that
can be achieved at the price vector p with the available technology and
factor endowments. An important property of such economies is that the
contribution to G(.) of a marginal unit of an input exactly equals its mar-
ket reward. This implies that a small country facing constant commodity'
prices and constant rewards to internationally mobile factors of production
need not adopt policies to encourage or discourage either trade or factor
movements; the private calculus coincides with the social calculus. If the
domestic reward to a factor of production falls short of the international
reward, private incentives lead to exports of the input, which increases
home GNP (in this context, GNP equals GDP plus earnings of domestic
inputs abroad minus earnings of foreign inputs at home). Conversely, if the
domestic reward exceeds the international reward, private incentives lead

10



to imports of the input, which also increases home GNP. When all these
adjustments are completed, and home rewards to internationally mobile fac-
tors of production equal international rewards, it is impossible to increase
GNP further, and welfare reaches the highest achievable level.

This elegant result does not apply to economies with monopolistic com-
petition in differentiated products, for two reasons (see Helpman and Razin,
1983). First, market forces do not lead to the highest value of GNP. Second,
as we, saw in the previous example, welfare depends not only on real income
as usually measured but also on variety choice, and market forces will not
necessarily provide the most desirable variety choice.
In order to see the importance of the first point., observe that if we treat

as constant the output levels per brand x„ then equations (2) and (3) repre-
sent the ,standard competitive pricing condition and factor marketclearing
condition that ensure the highest GDP level for given values of xi. ,In faCt,
this system looks very much like the production system with technological
parameters xi that was discussed in Jones's (1965) classic paper, and I will
come. back to this analogy in a moment. Assume for simplicity that only
sector 1 manufactures differentiated products, while the others produce
homogeneous products with constant returns to scale. Then, given the level
of xi, the economy's GDP can be represented by the function G(p,V;xi); this
is the highest value of output that can be attained with the available tech-
nology and factor inputs? given the prices p and output per brand x, in
sector 1. Moreover, if p- and xi are equilibrium values, then equilibrium
factor rewards equal the gradient of GO with respectio- V.
Now the analogy with technology parameters proves most useful. Owing

to increasing returns to scale,. an increase in output per, brand reduces unit
costs in sector 1. It therefore acts as technical progress on the value of
output. Hence, GO increases with, xi. It is, in fact, easy to show that

aG(.)/ax, =

where ei equals minus the elasticity, of the unit -cost function ci() with
respect to output. Using this result and the fact that factor rewards equal
the gradient of the GDP function with respect to inputs, we obtain a for-
mula for the marginal Contribution of input h to GDP:

wh* = wh + pinieidx,/dVh ,

where w;`, = dGO/dVh, and tvh [ = aGeyau represents the doni,estic
factor reward. It is clear from this formula that the market reward to factor
h underestimates its , marginal contribution to the value of output if a larger
supply of that factor raises output per brand in the industry producing dif-
ferentiated products, and it overestimates the contribution to GDP if a
larger supply of that factor reduces output per firm in that industry.

11



Helpman and Razin (1983) showed that in some circumstances an addition
to the supply of an input increases output per brand and in other circum-
stances it reduces output per brand. Hence, domestic, factor rewards may
underestimate or overestimate the marginal contribution of an input to
GDP. This implies that, even in a smaller country facing given world prices
and rewards to internationally mobile factors of production, private deci-
sions about factor movements—those based on a comparison of domestic
and international factor rewards—do not lead to the highest GNP level. For
example, domestic owners of capital may choose to invest abroad because
the international rental exceeds the domestic rental, while at the same time
the marginal contribution of capital to domestic.GDP exceeds the interna-
tional rental. This demonstrates that the national cost-benefit analysis of
factor movements can be complex even if the problem of variety choice is
totally disregarded.
In a proper cost-benefit analysis, one cannot disregard the effects of factor

movements on variety choice. In order to see what may be involved, con-
sider a case in which the differentiated products are not traded internation-
ally (think about services such as restaurant meals or theater shows in'
Hebrew). Then the contribution of an imported input to home welfare is
measured not only, by its contribution to GNP but also by the social value
of the change in variety choice that it brings about. If, for example, the
international reward to h falls short of the domestic reward and an additional
unit of h increases the variety choice, then private incentives to import the
input also raise national welfare. In fact, private agents will not import
enough of it. However, not all external effects will work in the same direc-
tion. An additional unit of h may, for instance, increase output per brand
but reduce the variety choice. If the latter effect is strong enough, the pri-
vate incentive to import the input will work against social welfare. This
demonstrates how much sophistication is required for a precise analysis of
the desirability of factor movements, in sharp contrast to the clean compet-
itive case.

12



4 TARIFFS

If my presentation of the North-South trade and factor-mobility applications

has been clear enough, the reader should be convinced by now that every

policy analysis for economies with monopolistic competition in differenti-

ated products has to deal with the policy's effect on output per brand and

the number of brands produced (variety choice). These are indeed two

novel features with which an evaluation of tariffs has to cope. But an addi-

tional aspect of commercial policy deserves our attention. The traditional

argument for tariffs that improve the terms of trade can be more forceful

in the presence of monopolistic competition in differentiated products,

because every brand faces a downward-sloping demand curve. The most

remarkable implication of this fact is that even small countries can improve

their terms of trade by means of a tariff. After discussing this point, I turn

to the role of output per brand and variety choice.

Terms of Trade

In order to concentrate on the terms of trade, it is best to consider econo-

mies in which tariffs do not affect variety and output per brand. Suppose

that in a two-country world each country uses only labor to manufacture a

single differentiatedyroduct. The labor requirement per brand (the inverse

of the production function) is g(x), where x represents the brand's output.

Labor input per unit of output declines with the output level. In addition,

let preferences be of the CES type with an elasticity of substitution a = 1/

(1 — a) > 1. Then, as in the North-South example, the markup factor in

equation (1) is constant: R = 1/a, and the pricing equations (1) and (2) for
, ,12 imply apk = wkgiock)country k, k = and pk = wkexkvxk.) These pricing

equations uniquely determine the price/wage ratio pkIwk and output per

brand x. They are the same for both countries. It is quite clear from this

exposition that output per brand does not depend on the tariff rate. In addi-

tion, given the output level of a typical brand x, full employment of labor

requires nkg(x) = Lk. Therefore, the number of brands produced in country

k, which is proportional to the size of its labor force, is also independent of

the tariff rate. Consequently, the tariff can achieve only one thing: it can

change relative wages and the terms of trade.
Country 1 can use an import tariff to improve its terms of trade. The

optimal tariff, shown by Gros (1987), can be derived by a method borrowed

from Helpman and Krugman (1989, Chap. 7). First observe that an ad

valorem tariff on all imports does not affect the relative prices of brands that
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are manufactured in country 1. Therefore, we can form a Hicks aggregate of
country l's output. In the same way, we can form a Hicks aggregate of
country 2's output. Having done this, we can follow the standard analysis of
an optimal tariff, because we are now dealing with a world in which every
country specializes in the production of a different good (a different Hicks
aggregate). The optimal tariff rate equals 1/(12 — 1), where /2 represents
country 2's import elasticity of demand (defined to be positive). For the
symmetric CES demand structure, /2 = (1 _ ..y2) 4_ ,y2a., where y2 is country
2's expenditure share on its own products. Therefore, we obtain the optimal
tariff formula for country 1: = 1/y2(o- — 1). As expected, the larger
country 2 is relative to 1, the larger its expenditure share on its own prod-
ucts and the smaller country optimal tariff rate. The striking result, how-
ever, is that even when country 2 grows infinitely larger than 1, the optimal
tariff does not converge to 0 but rather to 1/(o- — 1). Hence, even a small
country's optimal tariff rate is strictly positive.
There are two ways to explain this result. First, note that with CES pref-

erences, relative country size does not affect the elasticity of demand for a
single brand and every country specializes in a different range of products.
Therefore, even when a country's relative size is negligible, it nevertheless
maintains monopoly power in the range of products in which it specializes
(to be precise, one needs to assume that there is a continuum of brands).
Second, in a relatively small country that treats import prices as given,
marginal import costs equal import prices. Therefore, imports are priced
according to marginal cost, while domestic products are priced above mar-
ginal cost. This relative-price distortion can be corrected with a tariff.
Indeed, the optimal tariff rate 1/(o. — 1) brings about equality of relative
prices and relative marginal costs.

Production Efficiency

Besides affecting the terms of trade, tariffs can affect the degree of efficiency
in production and variety choice. If variety choice is constant, however, we
can measure the welfare change (dU) that results from tariffs with an equa-
tion developed by Helpman and Krugrnan (1989; Chap. 2):

dU = —m-dp* + t.dm + (p — c).dX ,

where m is the vector of imports and exports (positive entries represent
imports and negative entries represent exports), p* is the vector of inter-
national prices, t is the tariff vector (an entry equals the tariff rate times the
foreign import price), p is the vector of domestic'prices, c is the vector of
marginal production costs, and X is the output vector (Xi = nix, with ni
constant). The first term represents the usual terms-of-trade effect, and the
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second term represents the usual tariff-distortion effect. The last term rep-

resents the production-efficiency effect: welfare increases if industries that

price above marginal costs expand output. Output changes in competitive

sectors that price according to marginal costs have no first-order effects. The

last term was nil in the previous section, and the optimal tariff traded off

the gain from the first term against the loss from the second.

In order to isolate the production-efficiency effect, we examine an econ-

omy in which variety choice and the terms of trade do not respond to tariffs.

In such an economy, small tariffs (for which the second term is nil) affect

welfare only through changes in output per brand (but see Flam and Help-

man, 1987, for the, role of interactions). The point I wish to make is that

tariffs on competing foreign brands do not necessarily ensure longer pro-

duction runs for domestic products.
As before, consider a world consisting of two economies manufacturing

differentiated products that enter a CES preference function symmetrically.

Now suppose, however, that countries also supply competitively a homo-

, geneous consumption good that is produced with a unit of unskilled labor

per. unit of output. Take the homogeneous good to be the numeraire and
consider equilibria in which both countries produce it. Then the wage rate

of unskilled workers equals 1 (wk = 1, k = 1,2, where L now stands for

unskilled labor).
The production of a brand of the differentiated product requires .f units of

skilled labor (in order, say, to develop the brand) plus a units of unskilled

labor per unit of output (recall that the markup factor of price over marginal

costs equal 1/a). Therefore, marginal costs equal a, and the markup pricing

equation (1) implies that the producer price (the price charged by the man-

ufacturer before taxes), of every variety equals 1. We conclude that producer

prices equal 1 independently of tariff rates. Given that skilled labor is used

only in the industry supplying the differentiated product and that f units are

needed for every brand, the endowment of skilled labor Hk determines the

number of brands nk (= independently of the tariff rate. The reward

to skilled workers can be derived from the zero-profit condition, equation

(2), which reads w'h = (1 — a)xk/f. Hence, the reward to skilled labor

increases with output per brand.
In order to see how tariffs affect output per brand, we need to specify

preferences over the homogeneous and differentiated products. Take the

preference structure

U = Y + AM 1)/€, E> 1, (5)

where Y is consumption of the homogeneous good, A = e/(€ — 1), and
D = [f dzcho]1ia, which is a consumption index' of differentiated products in
which' d. stands for consumption of variety .w and the elasticity of substitu-
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tion is o = 1/(1 — a) > 1. This preference structure yields the aggregate
demand function

D = P-€ , (6)

and the brand-specific demand function

= (polP)-°130 , (7)

where P represents the price index of D:

P = [fp!: crda]ml - . (8)

We can use equations (6) to (8) to derive the demand for a brand manu-
factured in, say, country 1, in order to examine how this demand changes
when country 1 imposes a small tariff on brands imported from country 2.
Country 2's demand for country l's brands does not change when country 1
imposes a tariff, because the tariff does not change consumer prices or the
variety choice in country 2. Therefore, country l's output per brand in-
creases if and only if its own demand for domestic products increases. It is
evident from equations (6) to (8), however, that/by raising the price index
P, a tariff generates two opposing effects. On the one hand, given aggregate
demand D, it shifts demand from imported to domestic brands [see equa-
tion (7)1. This intra-industry effect tends to increase demand per domestic
brand. On the other hand, it reduces aggregate demand for differentiated
products' [see equation (6)1 as a result of substitution toward good Y. This
intersectoral effect reduces demand for every brand. The net effect depends
on the relative magnitudes of these opposing influences. It is straightfor-
ward to see that the intra-industry effect dominates if o- > E but the intersec-
toral' effect dominates if o- < E. In the former case,,, output per brand and
welfare increase; in the latter, output per brand'and welfare decline.'

Variety Choice

The last tariff issue that I wish to discuss concerns the response of variety
choice. As in previous examples, I use a framework that isolates the problem
at hand. Venables (1987) provided a suitable model. It is a model in which
producer prices and output per brand do not respond to tariffs, so that the
entire adjustment takes place via changes in the number of brands. The
model is essentially the same as in the previous subsection, except that no
skilled labor exists, so that the fixed-cost component is generated by the
requirement off units of unskilled labor per brand rather than f units of

1 This shows that the impression, given in Flam and Helpman (1987) and Helpman and
Krugman (1989, Chap. 7) that tariffs are useful in the presence of product differentiation is
misleading, although it may well be the case that normally o- > E.
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skilled labor per brand. In this case, producer prices equal 1 and do not
change with ad valorem tariffs on differentiated products (see above). Here,
however,- output per brand is independent of the tariff rate because the
zero-profit condition implies xk = x = f/(1 — a), k = 1,2. Hence, tariffs
can affect only the number of brands.
Owing to the model's high degree of linearity, it is necessary to introduce

,some asymmetry in the demand structure in order to preclude complete
specialization in differentiated products. Transport costs of the -melting ice-
berg- type will do for this purpose. Let (1) > 1 represent 1 plus the propor-
tion of the product melted away in transport, and let T equal 1 plus the tariff
rate imposed by country 1 on imports of country 2's brands. Clearing of the
product market requires x = do; + d2 for every brand, while from equa-
tions (6) and (7) we have do,k = (p)-a(Pk)' k = 1,2. Hence, taking
account of transport, tariffs, and the fact that producer prices equal 1, the
clearing conditions in countries 1 and 2, respectively, require

x = (pl), - e (p2)a — eiti)cr — 1 ,

X = (P1)a 'AV — IP (P2)' .

(9a)

(9b)

If is straightforward to see from this system that the tariff raises (P2)a - 6 and
reduces (P1).. - e, as demonstrated in Figure 1. Condition (9a) holds along
curve x1x1, while condition (9b) holds along curve x2x2. An increase in
country l's tariff shifts the latter curve upward, as indicated by the broken
line. Equilibrium shifts from points 1 to 2.
How the tariff affects the consumer price indexes depends on whether cr

exceeds E or vice versa. In the former case (in which the intra-industry sub-
stitution effect is stronger then the intersectoral substitution effect), the
price index of country 2 rises while the price index of country 1 declines.
This is an interesting case in which a tariff reduces consumer prices and
thereby raises welfare in the tariff-imposing country (there is also a positive
revenue effect on welfare). In the latter case, the tariff raises the price index
in country 1 and reduces it in country 2.

Since producer prices are constant, the price indexes adjust via the com-
position of available products nk. From equation (8) we obtain

= [721- + n2(14.)' a]"(1 - , (10a)

p2 =[n140. - cr n91/(1 — a) , (10b)

which imply that the number of products manufactured by a country
declines when its price index increases or the price index of its trading
partner declines. This point is apparent from Figure 2, in which condition
(10a) holds along curve P,P, and condition (10b) holds along curve P2P2.
Equilibrium obtains at point 1. An increase in Pi shifts the P,P, curve toward
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FIGURE 1

TARIFFS AND CONSUMER PRICE INDEXES
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the origin, thereby reducing the equilibrium n, and raising the equilibrium
j
In addition, the direct effect of the tariff in condition (10a) increases the

number of products manufactured in country 1 and reduces the number
manufactured in country 2. Hence, when o- > E, the tariff reduces the price
index in 1 and raises it in 2; the direct as well as the indirect effects lead to
an expansion of variety in 1 and to a contraction of variety in 2. When cr <
E, by contrast, the indirect effects work against the direct effect, but when
E is sufficiently close to o-, the indirect effect via the price indexes dominates
(because the response of the price indexes is very large) and the tariff-
imposing country ends up manufacturing fewer brands. The latter point was
made by Markusen (1988) in a model with differentiated intermediate
inputs. We therefore conclude that a tariff may increase or reduce variety
in the protecting country, depending on structure.2

2 The possibility of a contraction of the supply of variety in the tariff-imposing country was
disregarded by Venables (1987) and by Helpman and Krugman (1989, Chap. 7), who assumed
a > E.
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FIGURE 2
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5 MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS

To complete the first part of this survey, I return to a structural issue—the
role of multinational corporations. Recall the construction of the integrated
equilibrium. If trade reproduces the essential features of this equilibrium in
the way suggested above, there is of course no room for multinationals. But
if the world's structure does not permit factor-price equalization, differences
in factor rewards may induce companies to reallocate their activities geo-
graphically in order to save costs, even if this requires that they place activ-
ities in different countries. This is an important, but not the only, reason for
the formation of multinationals (see Caves, 1982). It has interesting impli-
cations, however.
The cost-saving motive for the formation of multinationals in industries

supplying differentiated products was explored in Helpman (1984, 1985).
My exposition follows Helpman and Krugman (1985, Chap. 11). Consider
the integrated equilibrium of Chapter 2 and suppose that there are two sec-
tors: sector 1, which manufactures differentiated products with brand-spe-
cific economies of scale, and sector 2, which produces a homogeneous
product with constant returns to scale. Now suppose that the production of
a brand requires headquarters services that are internally supplied by the
firm, in addition to the inputs that are directly employed in manufacturing.
We can then decompose a firm's employment vector a,x, into direct
employment in manufacturing almx, and employment in the provision of
headquarters services aizx,, where ahlz = --hZ-a aZ1 for every input h. Here ahz
is the input of h per unit of output of headquarters services Z, and az1 is the
input of headquarters services per unit of X,. In this case, the factor-market-
clearing condition, equation (3), which reads V = a1X1 + a2X2, can be
rewritten as

V = a,mX, + azZ + a2X2 , (11)

where a, is the input vector per unit Of headquarters services and Z
= aziXi) is the aggregate output of headquarters services.
Once it is understood that manufacturing facilities can be separated from

headquarters and placed in a different country, it becomes evident that pre-
vailing differences in factor rewards induce companies to take advantage of
this possibility whenever the two activities need different factor proportions
in order to minimize costs. Suppose, for example, that the available inputs
are skilled and unskilled labor and the headquarters services are skilled-
labor-intensive relative to direct manufacturing. Then companies will desire
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to locate headquarters in the country with the relatively cheap skilled labor
and manufacturing facilities in countries with the relatively cheap unskilled ,
labor.

Figure 3 is the familiar box diagram showing the allocation of skilled labor
H and unskilled labor L in a two-country world. The origin of country 1 is
0', and the origin of country 2 is 02. The vector 01Q represents total
employment of sector 1 in the integrated equilibrium, while Q02 represents
total employment in sector 2. Sector 1 is relatively skill-intensive. The par-
allelogram 01Q02Q' represents the factor-price-equalization set of endow-
ments when intra-firm activities cannot be separated and there is a con-
tinuum of brands.

FIGURE 3

MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS

o'
Ll

H

Now suppose that manufacturing facilities can be separated from head-
quarters. We decompose the vector 01Q into .07). and DQ, where the
former is employment in headquarters and the latter employment in direct
manufacturing. Headquarters are taken to be more skill-intensive than
direct manufacturing. Hence, if the endowment lies in OIDQ, there is no
factor-price equalization when headquarters and manufacturing facilities
have to be located in the same country, but factor-price equalization obtains
when firms from country 1 maintain their headquarters in country 1 but
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locate manufacturing in country 2. The possibility of going multinational
enlarges the factor-price equalization set.
At world structures in OIDQ but close to 01Q, the intersectoral pattern of

trade resembles the pattern predicted by the Heckscher-Ohlin model. Coun-
try 1 imports the homogeneous product relatively intensive in unskilled
labor and is a net exporter of differentiated products. There is also intra-
industry trade. In addition, however, there is intra-firm trade consisting of
exports of headquarters services by multinationals headquartered in country
1 to their subsidiaries in country 2. Helpman (1985) and Helpman and
Krugman (1985, Chap. 12) showed how to extend this analysis to include
intra-firm trade in intermediate inputs. In any case, the degree of multina-
tionality and the volume of intra-firm trade increase with the difference in
the ratios of factor endowments (the further away the location of the endow-
ment point from O'Q). By the same token, the larger the difference in factor
proportions, the smaller are country l's net exports of differentiated prod-
ucts, because more products are produced in country 2. At points close to
O'D, country 1 imports differentiated products because its resources are
mainly employed in the production of headquarters services.
One can in fact show that in O'DQ a larger difference in factor propor-

tions raises the share of intra-firm trade, and for points close to O'Q it also
raises the share of intra-industry trade (holding constant relative country
size). The latter relationship is just the opposite of what happens in the
absence of multinationals. It stems from the fact that more brands are
moved to country 2 rather than to country 1 when the difference in factor
proportions widens. When country 1 is a net importer of differentiated
products, larger differences in factor proportions reduce the share of intra-
industry trade. Hence, the emergence of multinational corporations intro-
duces a nonmonotonic link between differences in factor proportions and
the share of intra-industry trade. Despite these elaborate links and a
changing pattern of commodity trade, the model preserves a fundamental
property of the factor-proportions theory. Multinationals notwithstanding,
every brand is produced with the same vector of inputs per unit of output
and both countries consume the same composition of products. Therefore,
the factor content of net trade flows obeys Vanek's chain rule: the country
relatively rich in skilled labor is a net exporter of skilled-labor services and
a net importer of unskilled labor services. Naturally, this requires counting
the factor content of intra-firm trade in headquarters services as part of the
general international flow of factor services.
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6 TRADE DYNAMICS

Thus far, my discussion has been restricted to static issues. In recent years,
however, the theory of trade in differentiated products has been extended
to dynamic environments. The need for such extensions is obvious. Many
concerns cannot be satisfactorily addressed with static models, such as the
evolution of trade over time or the effects of trade policy on long-run
growth. In order to demonstrate what can be achieved with dynamic models
of product differentiation, I describe a line of work that Gene Grossman and
I have explored.
In static models, fixed costs are often interpreted as an outlay for product

development. It is clear upon reflection, however, that the development of
a brand should be studied in a dynamic context, in which an entrepreneur
incurs development costs first and collects operating profits later. As long as
the expected present value of operating profits covers the brand-develop-
ment costs, there is an incentive to invest in R&D. Investment in R&D
leads to the accumulation of products and thereby to growth.

Consider an environment in which the development of a new brand enti-
tles the entrepreneur to indefinite monopoly power (I deal with limited
monopoly power later). There is free entry into product development, and
active R&D takes place over an interval of time. Then at each time t in this
interval, product-development costs c[w(t)] must equal the present value
Of future operating profits 7r(T):

cn[w(t)] = rexp[R(T) — R(t)I1r(r)d7 ,

where w(t) is the vector of input prices and R(t) is the discount factor from t
to 0 (see Judd, 1985). This condition replaces the zero-profit requirement
(2), and it implies the fundamental asset-pricing equation, or no-arbitrage
condition,

• Tr/c„ + 6,,/c„ = R , • (12)

which states that the instantaneous profit rate 'mkt, plus the capital gain on
• the value of the firm en/c7i equals the instantaneous interest rate. The firm
derives its value from the claim to future profits. This value equals the
present value of the profit stream, on the one hand, and the cost of devel-
oping a new brand that will provide the same profit stream, on the other. -
Grossman and Helpman (1989d) embedded this approach in a dynamic

trade model that abstracts from other sources of growth, such as capital
accumulation. In order to see its implication, it is best to begin with the
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integrated equilibrium. Production requires skilled and unskilled labor with
fixed input vectors per unit of output: an per unit in R&D (which leads to
an incremental change in the measure of available brands), a, per unit in
the manufacture of a differentiated product, and a2 per unit in the manufac-
ture of a homogeneous product. Dynamic economies of scale derive from
the fact that after the fixed product-development costs w(t).a„ are incurred
at time t, all future variable costs per unit of output equal w(7).a1. Using
the R&D costs as numeraire and assuming symmetric CES preferences for
differentiated products, with an elasticity of substitution 1/(1 — a), the
pricing equations are

1 =

°WI =
P2 =

w•a„ , (13a)
(13b)

tv•a2 , (13c)

and the factor-market-clearing condition becomes

= a„n + ad(' + a2X2 (14)

where L is unskilled labor, H is skilled labor (human capital), and Ti is the
measure (number) of newly developed products (i.e., the time derivative of
the number of available products n).
Suppose, in addition, that consumers allocate a proportion y of aggregate

spending to sector i's goods. Then

= i= 1,2, (15)

where E is aggregate spending. Now equations (13) to (15) can be used to
solve for prices, factor rewards, product development, and output levels as
functions of consumer spending E. In particular,

= v(E) . (16)

As consumers increase their spending, more resources are drawn into pro-
duction of consumer goods, thereby leaving fewer resources available for
R&D purposes. Consequently, product development slows down.
To complete the analysis, we need to specify savings. If all consumers are

alike and allocate spending over time according to a time-additively-sepa-
rable preference function that is logarithmic in spending, the rate of growth
of spending obeys E IE R — p, where p is the subjective discount rate.
The choice of numeraire implies constant R&D costs, so that the asset-
pricing equation (13a) yields R = IT (i.e., the interest rate equals the profit
rate). Furthermore, equation (13b) implies that profits per product are a
proportion (1 — a) of expenditure on the product, so that using equation
(15) profits per brand are IT = (1 — a).yiE/n. Therefore,
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E/E = (1 — et)1,,1E/n — p. (17)
The autonomous differential-equation system (16) and (17) can be solved for
every initial value of the number of products and consumer spending. For
every initial small value of the number of products, however, there is only
one initial spending level for which the solution satisfies the consumer's
transversality condition. Hence, there exists a unique perfect-foresight
equilibrium trajectory. This trajectory converges to a steady state in which
product development ceases. On the way to the steady state, the number of
products and consumer spending rise over time.
We can use Figure 4, which is an elaboration of Figure 3, to describe the

evolution of sectoral employment levels. Let product development be the
activity most intensive in skilled labor, followed by the manufacture of dif-
ferentiated products, leaving the manufacture of the homogeneous product
as most intensive in unskilled labor. Given the number of products, let OID
be employment in R&D, DQ be employment in the manufacture of differ-
entiated products, and Q02 be employment in the production of homoge-
neous products. As time goes by, employment in R&D declines, to O'D,
for example, employment in the manufacture of differentiated products rises
to D,Q,, and employment in the manufacture of X2 declines to Q102. In the
limit, when product development comes to an end, X1 employs O'Q„, and X2
employs Q.02.

2
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FIGURE 4
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What happens when we decompose this world into two countries? First
take a structure in 0'02°,02, where country 1 is relatively rich in skilled
labor. Grossman and Helpman (1989d) have shown that for every allocation
of factor endowments to countries in this set there is a unique, constant
product ratio n1(t)1n2(t) that is consistent with a starting situation in which
brands do not exist. If the world begins with this ratio, countries will invest
in R&D in proportion to the available number of products and therefore the
number of products will grow at the same rate in both countries. Conse-
quently, the initial product ratio will be preserved forever. In addition:

1. There will be factor-price equalization at each point in time, although
the wages of skilled workers will decline over time while the wages of
unskilled workers will rise over time.

2. Country 1 will be a net exporter of differentiated products and a net
importer of the homogeneous product.

3. World trade will grow faster than GNP.

Naturally, there will also be intra-industry trade. This trajectory reproduces
the essential features of the integrated equilibrium, and at no time is there
any incentive to go multinational.
The nature of the equilibrium trajectory changes when the endowment is

in O'QQ.. Initially, it looks the same as that described above. But total
employment in the differentiated-product sector—in R&D plus manufac-
turing—becomes more intensive in unskilled labor over time as a result of
the relative decline of product development, and the joint employment
vector O'Q rotates clockwise, to O'Qi initially and to O'Qcc eventually.
Therefore, there comes a time when this joint employment vector reaches
the endowment point. From then on, factor-price equalization cannot be
preserved without companies' going multinational. It is quite clear from the
discussion in the previous chapter that at this stage companies based in
country 1 have an incentive to carry out at home the activities most inten-
sive in skilled labor and to place abroad the activities most intensive in
unskilled labor. Now suppose that a production vector, such as DQ, consists
of employment in headquarters services and direct manufacturing. Specifi-
cally, let headquarters services require only skilled labor and direct manu-
facturing require only unskilled labor. No matter where the endowment
point is in OVQ., the separation of direct manufacturing from headquarters
enables multinationals based in country 1 to perform product development
at home, locate headquarters services at home, and place the manufacture
of differentiated products in country 2. Indeed, in this case the emergence
of multinational corporations recovers factor-price equalization and the
essential features of the integrated equilibrium. As time goes by, more
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resources are employed by subsidiaries of multinational corporations. The
steady state, in which no further product development takes place, is very
similar to the static equilibrium described in the previous chapter. (But if
headquarters services also use unskilled labor, the set of endowments for
which multinationals reproduce this equilibrium is somewhat smaller.)
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LONG-RUN GROWTH

In Chapter 6 I outlined a dynamic model of product innovation in which
growth peters out over time and the world reaches a static steady state. This
happens for the same reason that growth peters out in a neoclassical model
of capital accumulation. In order to see the analogy, recall the dynamic
spending equation E/E = R — p. In a neoclassical economy, the interest
rate equals the marginal product of capital. If the labor force does not

change, capital accumulation depresses the interest rate. (It is easy to
extend the argument to an economy with a growing labor force). Therefore,
in an economy that starts with a small capital stock, the interest rate is
higher than the subjective discount rate p, spending rises over time, and

the interest rate declines as more capital is accumulated. When the interest
rate equals the subjective discount rate, capital accumulation ceases, as does
the growth in spending. It is therefore clear that sustained long-run growth
can prevail in this type of an environment only if the marginal product of
capital does not decline to the subjective discount rate. This is achieved, for
example, with economies of scale in the use of capital that are external to
the firm but internal to the economy (see Romer, 1986).

In the Grossman-Helpman model, no capital accumulation takes place,
and the interest rate is determined by the profit rate. The profit rate
exceeds the subjective discount rate initially, leading to rising spending and

growth in the number of products. As more brands compete for consumer
spending, profits per brand decline and the interest rate follows suit.
Growth of variety ceases when the profit rate, and with it the interest rate,
reaches the subjective discount rate. It is clear from this description that
the number of products plays the role of a capital stock; investment takes
the form of R&D, and the accumulation of variety depresses the rate of
return on investment. Since the lower bound on the profit rate is zero, the
rate of return on investment must decline to the point at which growth
peters out.
In the rest of this chapter I show how sustained long-run growth can pre-

vail in the presence of learning by doing in product development. This
insight is then used to explain endogenous rates of innovation and imitation
in a North-South model of the product cycle and to discuss the effects of
trade and industrial policy on long-run growth.

Endogenous Growth

Arrow's (1962) celebrated concept of learning by doing can be invoked to
posit the existence of external economies in the growth of products, which
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can prevent the zero-growth outcome. This idea was formalized by Romer
(1988). The following exposition relies on a simplified version devised by
Gene Grossman and me. Suppose that one type of labor .L serves as an input
in R&D and in the manufacture of differentiated products for which there
is a CES preference function. There are no other goods. Manufacturing
requires a„ units of labor per unit of output, while product development
requires aL„IK units of labor per product, where K represents the stock of
knowledge capital in product development. The larger this stock the lower
is labor input per unit of R&D output. Suppose that the stock of knowledge
reflects learning by doing according to K = ri. Then, by a proper choice of
units, K = n and the pricing equations (13a) and (13b) become

1 = wa,In , (18a)
ap = wa„ (18b)

Pricing and the choice of numeraire imply that wages and prices grow at the
rate of product growth. Therefore, from the no-arbitrage condition, equa-
tion (12), the interest rate equals the profit rate.
Now the factor-market clearing condition analogous to equation (14) reads

aLnriln + a„X = L. But since consumer spending E equals pX, we can use
equation (18) to write it as

nin = L/aL„ — , (19)

where i = Eln represents consumer spending per product.
Profits per product equal (1 — a)TI, which also equals the interest rate R.

Using this result together- with the growth-of-spending equation EIE =
R — p and with equation (19), we obtain

iIq = Ti. — p — L/aL„ . (20)

This differential equation in spending per product has only one solution that
satisfies the consumers' transversality condition: the stationary solution.
Therefore, the economy jumps immediately to a steady state in which
spending per product remains constant. The implied growth rate of prod-
ucts g = riln is obtained from equations (19) and (20):

g = (1 — a)L/aL„ — ap . (21)

Hence, the economy grows faster the larger the effective labor force in
terms of R&D (Lla,), the lower the subjective discount rate, and the higher
the degree of monopoly power (as measured by the markup of price over
marginal cost R = 1/a).
As in the North-South-trade example in Chapter 3, the welfare of a typical

worker at a point in time can be measured by (w1p)no- - ava or its logarithm.
Since the wage/price ratio is constant, the worker's temporal well being
rises over time at the rate g(1 — a)/a. In this case, a worker is better off
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living in a large economy that starts with the same number of products as a
smaller economy, because his initial level of well-being is the same in both
countries but rises faster in the larger country.

The North-South Product Cycle

Vernon suggested in 1966 that North-South trade follows a product cycle in
which the North develops new products that it manufactures for a while,
but the lower-cost South takes over production after the product. is suffi-
ciently standardized that the South can learn to make it. Hence, high-tech
products (electronics, at that time) are exported first by the North and later
on by the South. Krugman (1979a) formalized this idea using a one-sector
model with product differentiation in the following way:
Only the North knows how to develop brands. The rate of growth in the

number of brands g is exogenous. The South knows only how to imitate
products. In particular, if ns represents the number (measure) of brands that
the South knows how to produce and nis, (= n — ns) represents the number
of brands in which the North maintains monopoly power, the rate of imita-
tion equals ris/n,„. Krugman assumed an exogenous rate of imitation 11,. All
this implies a differential equation for the share of products crs(- --- n5/n) that
the South knows how to produce: OIo = µ(1 — us)/crs — g.

This is a stable differential equation that converges to a steady state in
which the South's share in available variety equals µ/(g + El); the larger the
rate of imitation and the smaller the rate of innovation, the larger is the
South's share. ' Given the exogenous rates of innovation and imitation, the
evolution of the number of products and their composition is not driven by
economic forces; rather, it is mechanical. This contrasts with the previous
section in which economic considerations were important determinants of
the rate of innovation. Economic considerations should likewise be impor-
tant determinants of the rate of ,imitation, because imitation also requires
resources and thus involves an economic cost-benefit calculation.

Following Grossman and Helpman (1989a), suppose that innovation takes
place in the North according to the considerations described in the previous
section (the simple one-sector, one-factor model), except that now a
Northern entrepreneur knows that he is not assured of indefinite monopoly
power because of Southern imitation. Given an instantaneous rate of imita-
tion µ = iis/nN, every Northern brand has the same chance of being imi-
tated. In this case, the rate of imitation equals the time T hazard rate of the
cumulative distribution function F(t,T), which describes the probability that
a product developed at time t will be imitated by the South before T % t.
Assuming that Northern entrepreneurs maximize the expected present
value of their profits using this distribution function, it can be shown that
the no-arbitrage condition, equation (12), should be replaced by
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Tric:+ 6n/c„ = R± ii. (22)

The instantaneous profit rate plus the capital gain equal the interest rate
plus a risk• premium that represents the conditional density of losing
monopoly power (a capital loss). The factor-market-clearing condition and
the pricing equations remain essentially the same.
Grossman and Helpman have postulated that it takes resources to imitate

a product. Specifically, a Southern entrepreneur needs au units of labor per
brand for imitation. Having imitated a variety, she needs a units of labor
per unit of output in manufacturing (just like the North). Imitation takes
place only if the present value of profits covers imitation costs. For an imi-
tator, however, the profit calculation is more involved. If she did not face
competition from the original Northern innovator, she would mark up price
above marginal costs in the usual way. When the resulting price falls short
of Northern marginal manufacturing costs, she can still charge this price
without being threatened by the Northern producer. This happens when
the South's wage rate:is lower than the proportion a of the North's wage
rate and is termed the -wide gap'' case (the gap in relative wages is wide).
Otherwise, the Southern imitator charges a price that equals the North's
marginal manufacturing costs. Naturally, the imitator would lose money in
either case if the wage rate were lower in the North, so that active imitation
requires a lower wage rate in the South, and this is assumed hereafter. Free
entry into imitation implies a no arbitrage condition such as equation (12).

In addition, assume that the stock of knowledge capital in imitation equals
ns (this can be extended). Therefore, labor-market clearing in the South
implies

aufisins + ar..xXs = Ls •

Now assume the wide-gap case, so that the South's pricing equations are
similar to those of the North. Together with the market clearing and no
arbitrage conditions and the growth-of-spending equation (in which the sub-
jective discount rate is the same in both countries), the pricing equations
imply a stegly-state growth equation that is analogous to equation (21):

g = (1— e)Ls/ail — otp (23)

A similar procedure for the North; using equation •(22), yields an equilib-
rium steady-state relationship between the rate of innovation ad the rate
of imitation:

(1 — ot)(LN/aL, — g)(g + µ)/ag = g + pL, (24)

The left-hand side represents the profit rate, while the right-hand side
represents the interest rate plus the risk premium. The right-hand side
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increases in g, while the left-hand side declines in g. Therefore, an increase
in the rate of innovation reduces profitability relative to the cost of capital.
Alternatively, an increase in µ raises the right-hand side but raises the left-
hand side even more. Therefore, an increase in the rate of imitation
increases the profitability of innovation relative to the capital cost. This
explains the upward slope of curve NN in Figure 5 along which equation
(24) holds. As equation (23) holds along SS, the equilibrium levels of inno-
vation and imitation are given by the intersection point 1.

FIGURE 5

NORTH-SOUTH PRODUCT CYCLE

0

Several implications of this model are worthy of note. First, observe that
if innovation in the South requires more resources than imitation, which is

• reasonable, then trade with the North speeds up long-run growth in the
South. This can be seen from equation (23). Without trade, the growth
equation is the same [see (21) for a closed economy], except that aL, is
replaced by a larger coefficient. Second, trade with the South speeds up
long-run growth in the North. This is shown in Figure 5 by the fact that the
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vertical intercept of NN identifies the autarky growth rate, so that both
countries grow faster by trading with each other. Third, it is clear from
Figure 5 that a larger South raises both the rate of innovation and the rate
of imitation. A larger North, by contrast, does not affect the rate of innova-
tion but reduces the rate of imitation. (The rate of innovation increases if
knowledge capital in imitation also depends on the number of unimitated
products.) Lower rates of imitation are associated with longer average time
periods during which Northern entrepreneurs command monopoly power.
Fourth, it can be shown that the larger a country, the larger is its relative
wage rate. This stands in sharp contrast with the results obtained in both
the static North-South trade model discussed in Chapter 3 and Krugman's
model with exogenous rates of innovation and imitation. Indeed, it is pre-
cisely the endogeneity of these rates that drives the result, because it works
through economies of scale to offset the static relative-scarcity effect.

Policy

A central feature of the growth process I have discussed is that the long-run
growth rate depends on structural features such as the resource bases of the
trading partners, the degree of monopoly power, and productivity levels.
These factors affect the growth rate because they affect equilibrium employ-
ment in product innovation and its contribution to the inflow of new goods.
Thus, if Lin represents employment in R&D, the long-run growth rate g
equals Lnlar_m. In the example in the section on endogenous growth, where
we considered a single country, L„ stands for that country's employment in
R&D. In the product cycle of the preceding section, employment in inno-
vation in the North is the relevant variable.
In fact, it is instructive for the, purpose at hand to reinterpret the single-

country example in a multi-country context in order to identify the role of
country-specific innovation. Suppose there are two countries with the char-
acteristics specified above and that they are identical in all respects. Now
consider the case in which the R&D experience of one country contributes
the same amount of knowledge capital to both countries. In other words,
knowledge is disseminated across national boundaries just as it is within
national boundaries. We can therefore aggregate the two economies into
one double-sized economy and apply the one-country analysis. The common
long-run growth rate will depend on aggregate world employment in inno-
vation, which will be determined by structural features. Each country will
contribute one-half the innovation effort. In more general environments,
where countries are not identical,, long-run growth depends in a compli-
cated way on the world's structure. Asymmetries that can play an important
role include size, comparative costs, and differential dissemination rates of
knowledge at home and abroad (see Grossman and Helpman, 1989a).
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Once we recognize that the allocation of resources to R&D determines
growth rates, it becomes evident that every policy that induces a long-run
resource reallocation affecting employment in R&D also changes long-run
growth rates. In a multi-country system, moreover, one country's policies
may affect R&D levels at home and abroad in opposite directions and the
net effect on growth can be positive or negative (see Grossman and•
Helpman, 1989a).
As an example, consider the product-cycle model in the previous section.

Other things equal, a subsidy to innovation in the North raises profits on
newly developed products. This can be represented by a parameter that
multiplies the left-hand side of equation (24). Its value equals 1 in the
absence of a subsidy and exceeds 1 in the presence of an R&D subsidy. In
terms of Figure 5, the subsidy shifts the NN curve upward. In the wide-gap
case, the equilibrium point shifts to the left on the SS curve, because the
latter does not shift with the subsidy. Hence, the innovation subsidy slows
down imitation but does not change the rate of innovation. In the narrow-
gap case, Grossman and Helpman (1989b) show that an innovation subsidy
speeds up both imitation and innovation. Coming back to the wide-gap case,
an imitation subsidy shifts the SS curve upward and does not affect the NN
curve. Therefore, it speeds up imitation as well as innovation.
Are growth-promoting policies desirable? It is easiest to answer this ques-

tion for the simple one-country model, where growth is definitely under-
supplied. The bias stems from the fact that R&D today generates a positive
externality for R&D in the future, because it contributes to knowledge cap-
ital that reduces future innovation costs. (An innovator similarly fails to take
into account his contribution to consumer surplus and the reduction of
profits on other brands, but these effects cancel out.) For this reason, some
degree of growth promotion by means of R&D subsidies is desirable. How-
ever, excessive subsidization of product development speeds up growth to
the point at which welfare declines.
In order to see this more precisely, we can follow Grossman and Helpman

(1989c). Aggregate welfare at a point in time is measured by the logarithm
of (E/p)na oa similar to the North-South trade model of Chapter 3. Taking
account of the fact that E, p, and n all grow at the rate g, the discounting of
this utility flow by means of the subjective discount rate yields our welfare
measure U, which obeys

pU = constant + + g(1 — a)/ap ,

where the constant depends on the initial number of products. This function
represents an induced preference ordering over expenditure per product
and the growth rate g. We calculate the tradeoff between them by maxi-
mizing pU subject to the resource constraint (19): g + cen = Lla,. The
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optimal growth rate is larger than the equilibrium growth rate (21). Hence
R&D subsidies that bring the growth rate closer to the optimal level raise
welfare, but further increases in the subsidy rate reduce welfare.

It should be clear by now that commercial policy can also affect long-run
growth rates (see Grossman and Helpman, 1989a,c). If, for example, trade
policy succeeds in diverting resources toward product innovation, it accel-
erates growth. But even in cases where the free-trade growth rate falls short
of the optimal level and trade policy accelerates growth, trade policy may
nevertheless be harmful (see Grossman and Helpman, 1989c). Monopolistic
competition per se introduces a distortion that can be aggravated by a
growth enhancing trade policy. In addition, in the presence of rent seeking,
growth is slower under quotas than under tariffs because quotas divert
resources to rent seeking, thereby reducing employment in R&D (see
Grossman and Helpman, 1989c). This effect is particularly strong when rent
seeking uses entrepreneurial skills that are useful in product development.
These examples highlight the role of policy in a dynamic context.
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8 CONCLUDING COMMENTS

The new static model represents a natural progression from, and enrich-
ment of, the factor-proportions theory. The new dynamic models extend the
static approach in a way that enables us to address important new issues.
Both incorporate elements of industrial organization and bring the theory
closer to the "real world.- It is now recognized that the "simplifying" 
assumptionof perfect competition is sometimes very costly in terms of rel-
evance to the world around us and our ability to explain observed phe-
nomena. This conclusion applies with equal force to structural features and
to policy' implications, as I have demonstrated in this paper. I have dealt
only with monopolistic competition, but the new approach has considered
other market structures as well. In short, international trade theory has
taken advantage of a new framework that has brought it closer to reality than
ever before.
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